Message from the APESER 2010 Program Chairs

This year, under the chairmanship of Zonghua Gu, Tianzhou Chen and Jogesh Muppala, the Asia Pacific Embedded Systems Education and Research Conference comes to China for the first time, held in beautiful Hangzhou, which is made famous by the popular saying: 上有天堂，下有苏杭 (Heaven is above, Suzhou & Hangzhou are below).

The fact that embedded systems is especially important to the economy and education sector within China, the country which manufactures the vast majority of embedded systems in use today, is highlighted by the record number of papers submitted from China. Submissions also follow the multi-national flavour of previous APESER conferences, with papers from 12 countries.

We would like to take the opportunity here to thank the authors who have written up and submitted their hard work, and to the reviewers, who painstakingly read, assessed and evaluated these submissions. This process has been necessary to ensure paper quality, and we believe we have achieved this, as our APESER attendees can confirm. In the end, we accepted only 17 papers for APESER 2010.
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